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Preface - Understanding the Process of 360 Waves 
 
Many people feel as if obtaining the perfect 360 waves maybe more fantasy than 
reality , I myself have struggled to obtain 360 waves in my younger years until I 
came to understand the tricks that many of the best wavers in the community use 
on a day to day basis. With the use of the right products, brushes, techniques, and 
understanding of one’s hair texture obtaining the look of a flawless 360 wave 
pattern can be gained by any anybody no matter the hair texture. In this book I’ll 
give in depth details, breaking down the process of obtaining 360 waves 
differentiating by Hair texture. Being that the wave community is stock piled by 
people of every races and genders understanding the tips and tricks needed to 
become an elite waver is key to having successful waves, with that being said 
every beginning waver will greatly benefit from the knowledge provided in this 
book.  
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Coarse Hair - 
 
One of the most common hair textures within the wave community is coarse hair. 
A person with coarse hair tends to have smaller curl lengths as opposed to median 
and straight hair textures, which makes it easier and faster for them to get waves in 
their hair entially. People with coarser hair must use medium and hard brushes 
depending on the length of their hair and keep there hair compressed with multiple 
durags and stocking caps to lay their curls down forming a wave pattern on their 
heads throughout the day and certainly at night. The key to obtaining a wave 
pattern look to your hair will be to brush in the angle of a 360 pattern for at least an 
hour a day and start no matter your hair lengths because coarse hair curls faster 
than any other type of hair. The pictures below give examples of ways to brush 
your hair to obtain the look for a course hair waver.  
 

 
 
Brushes - 
 
Medium Hair Brush -  
Diane 8119, Torino Pro Medium, Crown Quality Medium Brush  
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Hard Hair Brush -  
Diane 8159, Torino Pro Hard Bristle Brush, Crown Quilt Hard Brush, Royalty 
Hard Brush 
 
Hair Products -  
Dax Wave Pomade  
Murray's Superior Hair Dressing Pomade 
Sportin Waves 360 Styles Pomade  
HD waves pomade  
 
Durags -  
Dream Durag  
TsuRag 
Boo Boo cap 
 
Medium Hair - 
 
Another common hair texture within the wave community is medium hair. People 
with medium hair have the best of both worlds between coarse and straight hair 
wavers. The texture of their hair allows them to have wider waves than coarse hair 
wavers with less trouble obtaining waves than straight hair wavers. Medium hair 
texture tend to curl at a slower rate than coarse hair so you'll have to use soft bristle 
brushes in the beginning stages and gradually move up to medium bristle brush 4 
weeks after a basic haircut.  Being that medium hair wavers have longer curl 
lengths they should only use hard Brush 6 to 8 weeks after getting a haircut. The 
usages of the hard brush will allow said waver to lay their hair down along with the 
usages of a durag and a stocking cap. As so pomaded Medium hair wavers should 
use much smoother pomades such as HD waves and 360 wave styles because their 
hair isn't has course and don't need thick pomades clogging up the pores in their 
heads, which will stop their progress of gaining 360 waves. As you can see below 
the angles medium hair wavers can use to perfect the style of 360 waves with their 
particular hair texture.  
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Brushes - 
 
Soft Hair Brush -  
Diane 8169, Torino Pro Soft , Crown Quality Soft Brush, Royalty soft brush  
 
Medium Hair Brush -  
Diane 8119, Torino Pro Medium, Crown Quality Medium Brush, Royalty medium 
brush  
 
Hard Hair Brush -  
Diane 8159, Torino Pro Hard Bristle Brush, Crown Quilt Hard Brush  
 
Hair Products -  
Seasick Wave Pomade 
360 Styles Wave Pomade  
HD waves  
 
Durags -  
Dream Durag  
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TsuRag 
Boo Boo cap 
 
Straight Hair -  
 
Finally the hardest texture to obtain 360 waves with is a straight hair texture. 
Conventionally people with straighter hair have to cut their hair to a length ranging 
between 16 to 20 mm to start. After a haircut it's best to brush your hair with a soft 
brush being that straight hair wavers have softer hair which takes longer to curl. I 
will usually take straight hair waves a longer time for their hair to curl because it 
curls at a longer length but the process of brushing their hair like any other waver, 
will still be key. Instead of using thick Pomades, Straight hair wavers should use 
less thicker pomades and oils to hold their hair down. The same rules apply to 
straight hair wavers when it comes down to wearing durags to bed and throughout 
the day if possible. Down below there will be images of straight hair wavers so you 
can see the process. 
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Brushes - 
 
Soft Hair Brush -  
Diane 8169, Torino Pro Soft , Crown Quality Soft Brush, Royalty soft brush  
 
Medium Hair Brush -  
Diane 8119, Torino Pro Medium, Crown Quality Medium Brush, Royalty medium 
brush  
 
 
 
Hair Products -  
Seasick Wave Pomade 
HD waves  
 
Durags -  
Dream Durag  
TsuRag 
Boo Boo cap 
 


